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Trond Lundemo 

QUOTING MOTION: 

The Frame, the Shot, and Digital Video 

 

The tension between the still and the moving image has always been a central issue for film 

theory. In the early writings on cinema, when the medium was new, motion was usually 

identified as the distinguishing trait of cinema. Still today, in an age of conversion from 

analog film to digital files, film theory grapples with the issue of movement. The reason why 

motion remains a key issue is that it is, and has always been, a very slippery object. There 

have always been multiple concepts of motion in film studies, a fact which derives from 

opposing philosophies of movement. The various concepts of movement have often been the 

fuel for film theory in the history of cinema, and remain an issue for theory in the age of the 

digital. The various approaches to movement, either as perceived by the spectator or as 

produced by the cinematic apparatus, cut through the classical distinction between formalist 

and realist theories from Munsterberg to Bazin. The elusive phenomenon of motion became 

central for film semiotics in the seventies, and remains the distinguishing feature of, for 

instance, the image typologies in Gilles Deleuze’s film philosophy.  

These contesting theories of cinematic motion, I will argue, can be identified and 

analyzed through the techniques employed for the quotation of movement. Film theory runs 

against the problem of quoting its object of study. In printed publications, motion as such is 

“un-attainable,” and it can only be outlined through techniques devoid of motion, as written 

descriptions, frame enlargements, and charts and tables. This problem was a major topic in 

the “textuality” debates of the seventies. In Raymond Bellour’s seminal piece “Le texte 
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introuvable” (1975), written as a response to Christian Metz’s work on film and language, the 

filmic image remains inaccessible for quotation exactly for these reasons.1 However, while 

the observation that cinematic motion is lost in written description and frame enlargements is 

important, it is also bordering on the self-evident. The relevant question is rather, I will 

argue, which theories of motion are embedded in the various techniques of quotation? This 

issue gains further importance in an age when cinematic motion could be argued to be 

exactly quotable, through convergence of media in the digital techniques.  

I will here outline two techniques of quoting motion by two key filmmakers and 

theorists in the Soviet Union of the 1920s and 1930s: those of the eternal contrahents Sergei 

Eisenstein and Dziga Vertov. Their respective techniques of quotation are based on 

contesting philosophies of movement. These two positions are, I will argue, not only 

important in their own right, but all the more so in an age when cinematic movement has 

been transformed by the digital image. Eisenstein’s and Vertov’s quotation techniques derive 

from their respective theories of montage, and more exactly, where motion occurs in 

montage. An excavation of these theoretical positions will provide us with tools for 

understanding how motion is transformed and reduced in digital video. As I will outline 

shortly, Eisenstein’s notion of movement is based on still elements acting on each other. 

They may be frames or shots. Vertov’s theory of montage, on the other hand, relies on a 

dispersal of frames. The spaces between the photograms, not the isolated frames, are the 

source of movement in cinema. 

Why should it matter how we conceive of movement in cinema, as long as we see 

movement? It matters insofar as these two positions express two contesting theories of what 

constitutes motion and stillness. These theories represent a division between different 
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aesthetical and political notions of movement in cinema, which in turn becomes vital for 

understanding the principles of movement in the digital moving image. Particularly, this 

division highlights the differences between digital and cinematic motion. It is through an 

archeological “excavation” of the theories of movement through quotation techniques that 

such a difference becomes clear. By the end of my discussion, such an overview will enable 

me to compare a typology of filmic citations with the use of movement in current digital 

imaging. 

 

Eisenstein, Art History, Frame Enlargements 

 

The representation of movement has, of course, been a key concern throughout art history. A 

genealogy of such representations can be traced from early stone carvings to various schools 

of sculpture and painting. A key period of transition occurs with photography, and especially 

with its quest for shorter exposure times, as in the intermittent photography of Eadweard 

Muybridge and the chronophotography of Etienne-Jules Marey. With cinema, however, the 

image acquires self-movement. This opens the possibility of a variability of movement 

within the image, and the issue is no longer only the representation of movement in the 

external world, but the production of movement by the image. The motion of the image 

becomes itself a thing to be analyzed and quoted. The privileged point of entry for such an 

analysis is the montage in cinema. Since different theories of montage are developed in films 

and in theoretical writings in the late 1910s and early 1920s, these need to be quoted and 

analyzed. 
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It is well known that Sergei Eisenstein and Dziga Vertov were rivals due to their 

disagreement about the value of referentiality for cinema. By contrast, little has been said on 

how their disagreement about film montage led them to different methods for analyzing 

filmic movement in their writings. Eisenstein’s involvement in the history of art was by far 

more pronounced than Dziga Vertov’s. As is well known, Eisenstein identified the principle 

of montage in various art forms from many distant periods and cultures. Montage is the 

structuring principle of Japanese haiku poetry and Kabuki theater as well as in ideography.2 

However, the methods of montage are different for different art forms. The spatial arts. like 

painting and sculpture, are bound to stillness and can only suggest movement through 

montage. The temporal arts, on the other hand, such as music and poetry, represent a spatial 

extension through montage. Both of these montage techniques produce new dimensions on a 

conceptual rather than on a material level. Cinema, in turn, synthesizes these principles of 

montage into a medium with both spatial and temporal dimensions. The categorization of the 

spatial and the temporal arts is the key issue addressed by Gotthold Ephraim Lessing’s 

Laokoon (1766). This canonical text is discussed by Eisenstein, since he was eager to justify 

his theory of montage by looking at the representation of movement throughout the history of 

art.3  

The perennial principles of montage in art history come together in the historical 

emergence of cinema, Eisenstein claims, because it overcomes the division of the spatial and 

the temporal arts. However, since the principles of montage of other art forms have been 

produced on a conceptual and mental level, this is also true for montage in cinema. This leads 

Eisenstein to a theoretical duality implicit in his dialectical method, as the frame or the shot 

only serves the higher purpose of “the global image,” which is produced on a mental level. 
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Consequently, whether the shot entails movement on a “retinal level” is less important, as the 

montage takes place on another level. This dualistic position is also why Eisenstein privileges 

the conceptual end product of a film or a sequence. He never directly responds to a criticism 

formulated by Kazimir Malevich in 1928, to the effect that the filmmakers of the Soviet 

Union make use of cinema to perpetuate an old tradition of easel painting (that of the 

Wanderers), instead of using cinema for the medium’s own potential.4 However, Eisenstein’s 

response can perhaps instead be found in his answer to Béla Balász’s comment on the 

limitations of the “image riddles” of Soviet montage:5 The distinctive property of cinema is 

not in the shot itself, but in montage, the conceptual dimension of the structure of the shots.6 

The representation aspect of the shot is subordinated to its work in a montage context. 

Eisenstein’s relative disregard for the individual shot informs his conceptualism.  

The most famous sequences in Eisenstein’s films are composed of relatively static 

shots internally. For instance, Eisenstein’s use of such non-diegetic inserts as the Napoleon 

statuette or the image sequence of gods in October (1928) relies on static objects quite 

isolated in the space of the shot, often against a neutral background. These kinds of shots 

often convey a person or an object, frequently in close-up, in a static position, and without 

camera movement. A mental movement occurs only at a different level, as a product of the 

individual shots. This property in Eisenstein’s method of montage makes his films 

predisposed for quotation through frame enlargements. The frame can very well stand in for 

the shot as long as they are both understood as predominantly static. The tradition of 

quotation from Eisenstein’s films, both by himself and by others, testifies to this principle of 

montage. The milk separator sequence in Old and New (1929), the gods image sequence in 
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October, or the three stone lions in Battleship Potemkin (1926) are among the most 

frequently quoted shots in the history of cinema. 

Eisenstein’s theory of montage is based on the distinction between motion within the 

shot, and the mental movement produced through montage. Eisenstein attributes movement 

within the shot to a persistence of the frames in the mind of the spectator, as a sophisticated 

version of the now-discredited explanation of filmic movement as persistence of vision.7 As 

explained by Max Wertheimer and Hugo Münsterberg early in the history of cinema, this 

theory is inadequate as an explanation of cinematic movement.8 Movement occurs in 

between the frames, according to the theory of the phi phenomenon, and not as a 

superimposition of static frames within the spectator’s vision. Eisenstein’s misconception of 

the movement within the shot may well be what leads him to a dichotomy between the retinal 

and the conceptual. Whether the persistence of the image is in the mind or in the eye, the 

theory in both cases presupposes a synthesis of movement based on the “melting together” of 

the frames into one continuous image. If the movement within the shot results from the 

frames “melting together” into one, representing the shot in one frame enlargement doesn’t 

seriously corrupt the movement of the film. The juxtaposition of frame enlargements in print 

becomes almost analogical to the juxtaposition of shots in editing, resulting in both cases in a 

conceptual movement of a different kind than that within the shot.  

The shot is reduced to a static element which, as soon as it finds the right placement, 

can set thought in motion. The shot is a static unit, but it functions as a detonator in 

Eisenstein’s famous analogy between the combustion engine and cinematic montage. Such a 

shift from a retinal to a conceptual movement also explains why in 1927, Walter Benjamin 

deploys the same metaphor when he speaks of “the explosion of the dynamite of the tenth of 
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a second” in relation to Eisenstein’s Battleship Potemkin.9 This idea of the “moment of 

danger” and the lightning of the instant will be central to Benjamin’s works on history and 

may indicate a parallel notion of “montage” in the two authors. The important notion in our 

context is that there is a qualitative shift taking place from the shot to the montage. The 

“detonation” sets into motion what is in itself predominantly static. 

Eisenstein’s writings present the psychology of perception and cinematic montage in 

a very complex, and sometimes contradictory, way. In his essay “Laocoon,” Eisenstein 

makes a case for the analog processes between the frames within the shot and between the 

shots in montage. Both acquire movement through “collision.”10 The “basic phenomenon” 

(Eisenstein employs the German term Urphänomen) of cinema is that the juxtaposition of 

static frames stimulates the perception of movement. This is also the principle of montage 

between shots. What this comparison betrays is not that motion within the shot and the 

montage of shots draw on the same psychological principles, but rather that Eisenstein 

conceives of the shot as a static element in itself. The analogy between frame and shot 

understands the photogram in isolation as the basic element in filmic movement through 

montage. This results from a confusion between the frame as a still element and as part of a 

moving image. The photogram in motion is of a different order than the single frame on the 

film strip. It never exists in isolation, but only in continuous change in relation to its 

surrounding photograms.  

As I have argued above, in Eisenstein’s theory of montage the relatively equivalent 

role of the frame and the shot in terms of movement derives from an art historical reading of 

montage. Art history itself becomes an object of montage in Eisenstein’s films. Due to his 

understanding of the shot as relatively static in itself, artworks enter the montage structures 
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of the films. Existing works of sculpture and architecture serve a “potential” for montage, as 

in the use of Rodin’s sculptures in October, a choice which Rosalind Krauss has compared to 

a virtual museum.11 For Eisenstein, the quotation of paintings is not qualitatively different 

from those of film shots, as the frames are seen as receiving movement only at a later stage in 

the process of montage. 

In Eisenstein’s synthesizing approach, various strands of art history seem to come 

together in cinematic montage. Cinema is the medium where these efforts throughout art 

history are unified. One can for this reason see a clear continuity between Eisenstein’s 

theories of a universal language and the “intellectual cinema” of the 1920s, and the growing 

concern with art history from the 1930s. Also the later texts are concerned with universality. 

Both periods in Eisenstein’s theory see montage as fundamentally similar in structure to 

human consciousness. This isomorphism between image and mind moves towards the idea of 

a universal language, something which in turn has consequences for the quotation of the 

moving image. With a universal language, there is a finite number of structures that one can 

discover or invent in order to communicate universally. If there is a universal way of 

thinking, there should also be a reserve for possible montage structures. 

Eisenstein’s experiments with the quotation of his own moving images on the white 

page are hard to reconstruct, as most publications date from after his death. This is why it is 

necessary to keep in mind that quotations inside Eisenstein’s writings can also be the work of 

others. His own manuscripts were often unfinished sketches, overlapping fragments across 

texts, or texts in progress. As a result, Eisenstein’s written work does not contain his final 

choices of illustrations for his post-mortem publications. At any rate, it seems that his 

manuscripts were conceived with plans for many kinds of illustrations. More specifically, 
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montage structures are visualized in the most eclectic ways with comparisons in art history, 

music, poetry, theatre, architecture. I would argue that the frame enlargement is the most 

obvious way of citing Eisenstein’s montage principle in published form. On the contrary, in 

my next section, I will discuss how Vertov’s completely different approach to montage finds 

its equivalent in the numerical charts and diagrams he left on paper.  

 

Vertov, Movement, and Numbers 

 

Dziga Vertov’s concept of montage departs from the spaces between the photograms in 

projection and the movement within the shot. The number of photograms in a shot matter 

because they already constitute movement and change. This is the reason for his 

experimental quotation techniques. Vertov’s theory of cinematic movement depends on its 

difference from human everyday perception, and consequently, the history of art cannot 

provide him with a pre-history of cinematic montage, as in the case of Eisenstein. 

Dziga Vertov ascribes a relative autonomy to the shot because it contains movement 

in itself. As a potential object for freeze-frames, slow motion, “the negative of time,” and any 

kind of new connections, Vertov’s shot is already fully part of cinema’s revelation of the 

material world. According to Vertov’s theory, there is no qualitative difference between the 

movement within the shot and the movement between shots. The shot is a dispersal of 

photograms which will enter into connections that produce intervals. This is the core of 

Vertov’s analytical discussion on paper through a plethora of tables, charts, and diagrams. A 

crucial principle in Dziga Vertov’s quotation in charts and tables to describe his own method 

of montage is the “integrity of movement.” The representation of the visual content of the 
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image is based on the charting of numbers of photograms and how these numbers relate to 

each other in space and time. In most cases, Vertov refrains from frame enlargements to 

quote a shot. In fact, this technique can neither represent the variations and intervals of 

movement within the shot nor its duration.  

Vertov’s principle of an “integrity of movement” within the shot and his interest in 

the interval is in this sense an emphasis on the distance between frames. This distance is 

demonstrated and analyzed not only in publications, but also in Vertov’s own films. A shot is 

often repeated, halted, and re-animated inside a different sequence later in the same film. The 

typical example would be the editing table episode of Man with a Movie Camera (1929), 

where the frozen image – the single photogram – is gradually revealed as part of a sequence 

of photograms. This technique is already a form of quotation of movement, but in cinematic 

rather than published form. As a result, the single shot is not represented as a still image in 

isolation, but through the ways in which the frame enters into relationships with the 

surrounding frames. The single shots are then shown as rolls with labels on the editor’s shelf. 

This is a charting technique that gives priority to random access to the frames within the 

structure of the montage, rather than reducing the shot to the single frame as in the practice of 

quotation through the frame enlargement. 

The spaces between photograms and between shots are called attention to in a variety 

of ways in Vertov’s films. One instance is the frequent insertion of black or white frames 

within or between the shots. The decomposition of movement and loop-like repetitions are 

other ways of exploring the intervals between frames. Again, Man with a Movie Camera 

provides plenty of examples. The juxtapositions of the human eye in close-ups, the camera 

lens, and the blinds in the window early in the film go all the way down to two frames per 
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shot. This flickering editing serves to demonstrate the differences between this technique and 

the superimposition constructions elsewhere in the film. The decomposed and looped 

movements of sequences with sports would be equally impossible to represent in the form of 

a single frame enlargement, as the whole principle of the interval is within the shot. These 

sequences demonstrate how the frames in projection do not “melt together” into one image, 

as erroneously propagated in the “persistence of vision” explanation of cinematic movement. 

On the contrary, the integrity of the photogram means that it maintains its distance to the 

surrounding ones. The spaces between the photograms produce the motion, as noted by the 

theorists of the phi phenomenon. Consequently, a shot can never be reduced to the stillness 

of the frame. Neither can the shot be illustrated or quoted through frame enlargements. This 

principle forms, in my opinion, the main difference between Vertov and Eisenstein in their 

opposing theories of movement and montage. 

Vertov’s preoccupation with film technology emphasizes the interdependency of 

shooting and projection, and especially the work at the editing table in between these two 

processes. His whole political and aesthetical film theory departs from the spaces between 

the frames to produce a non-anthropomorphic form of perception. The inter-relationship 

between analysis (shooting) and synthesis (projection) produces a movement that can 

become “elastic.” The contraction of movement in fast motion, its suspension in the frozen 

image, its dilation in the Zeitlupe (slow motion) or “the negative of time” are all techniques 

based on the space between the analysis and synthesis. It is in this sense that Vertov “puts 

perception in the objects themselves,” to quote Gilles Deleuze.12 The perceiving agent is not 

a human spectator, but a machine, and perception is no longer limited to living beings. 

Cinema produces a “gas-like” state of the world, Deleuze continues, thanks to Vertov’s 
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diagrammatic montages and intervals. The dispersal of the frames and the shots goes beyond 

the solid and the fluid, and all the way to a gas-like density. By approaching cinema as a 

machine that works beyond and outside the human eye, Vertov’s ambition is to make cuts 

and incisions into the streams of light and sound. Vertov’s philosophical agenda – to use 

cinema to surpass an anthropomorphic model of perception – merits analysis from other 

perspectives than that of our experience of films.13   

 To return to Vertov’s writings, he resorts to numbers of shots and frames per shot. 

The table offers a simultaneous access to all the numbers making up the sequence. It also 

keeps attention on the single frame of each shot, as this is the qualitative basis for the 

intervals making up the sequence. This, in turn, indicates that the composition of the 

sequence is only perceptible as movement. If Vertov represents the structure of the sequence 

as a table of numbers, instead of as a series of stills, it is because a series of stills doesn’t 

have access to the representation of the length and movement of the images. Vertov’s 

numerical indexing of the shots differs theoretically from alternative techniques of indexing 

based on frame enlargements. The diagrammatic and numerical approach doesn’t make 

movement redundant, but presents the composition of the shots as a molecular, dispersed 

entity. If Vertov is the filmmaker who more than anyone else works with the spaces between 

frames and shots, with the interval between one photogram and the next, this is also what is 

given priority in his technique of quoting montage structures as charts and tables. 

A table of numbers is, of course, not the cinematic movement itself, but it still allows 

motion patterns and intervals to be reconstructed on the basis of this information. These 

methods of reproduction avoid the immobilizing stance of the conventional frame 

enlargement analysis and allows for movement to be reconstructed on the basis of the 
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accessible information. Vertov resorts to these tables because they “quote” linear movement 

in a system of random access. Were we to compare Vertov’s charts and tables with Raymond 

Bellour’s exemplary attempts to bypass the unquotable filmic text, through the sequence 

analysis printed on the page,14 Vertov’s diagrams fall outside the domain of figurative 

representation altogether. No visual images at all seems a better way to convey movement 

than the film still, since the latter would ignore the intervals and spaces between the frames 

in cinema.  

Few works, if any, have been subject to such a wide-ranging multitude of annotation 

techniques as those of Dziga Vertov. One explanation for this lies in the formal complexity 

of the editing of many of his films. The film theorist and historian Yuri Tsivian supplements 

Vertov’s table over the numbers of photograms in the flag-raising sequence from Kinoglaz 

(1924) with stills from each shot of the sequence to make it visually comprehensible to the 

reader.15 These illustrations convey two different complementary approaches to quotation, 

but they are also based on two conflicting notions of cinematic movement. As shown in the 

contrast to the pre-disposition for quotation through frame enlargements in Eisenstein’s 

theory of montage, Vertov’s theory is at odds with such a technique. The frame enlargement, 

as developed by Raymond Bellour or deployed by Tsivian, conflates the spaces between the 

frames into one static image. Vlada Petric’s book on Man with a Movie-Camera is perhaps 

the most eclectic example of various ways of suggesting movement through illustrations.16 

Petric’s analyses comprise frame counts with arrows indicating camera movement, graphic 

patterns of movements, together with frame enlargements. 

 

[Illustration 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e: Petric’s tables] 
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All techniques of illustration or quotation are valuable for the study of Vertov’s work, 

because they bring out the assets and limitations in every technique. It is useful to note that 

Eisenstein shows interest in Vertov’s technique of analysis of the flag-raising sequence in 

Kinoglaz.17 Eisenstein here stresses the static quality of the single shots in the film, and 

argues that this is the reason for the success of this sequence as well as of Vertov’s own 

analysis of it. Eisenstein’s comment reveals the fundamental difference between the two 

filmmakers’ concepts of montage. Where Eisenstein sees static shots in the image as well as 

in the charts, Vertov’s use of numbers and diagrams aims, on the contrary, to convey the 

integral movement within the shots of the sequence.  

Eisenstein’s praise of Vertov is a rare instance where he doesn’t apply his criticism of 

a film form that needs a measurement. In his well-known attack on the kinoki (Vertov and his 

collaborators), Eisenstein complained that their films can only be analyzed with a ruler, and 

not by visual impression or impact:  

 

A[n ...] example may be found in Vertov's Eleventh Year, where the metric beat is 

mathematically so complex that it is only “with a ruler” that one can discover the 

proportional law that governs it. Not by impression as perceived, but by 

measurement.18  

  

Vertov’s diagrams and charts are such measurements. Eisenstein’s emphasis on the 

impression – namely, to the stage after the synthesis has occurred – makes him echo Auguste 

Rodin’s views on the cinema in his book L’art published in 1912.19 Rodin observed that the 
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film camera has the vision of a machine, and does not at all show the truth of human 

perception. This criticism of cinema is not unusual in the early years of the technology. As 

we have seen, for Vertov, the very capacity of the machine to go beyond human perception is 

its key importance. Later on, Eisenstein returns to Rodin in his essay Laocoön during his 

discussion of Watteau’s Embarquement pour Kythère (1717).20 Rodin takes Watteau’s 

painting as the proof that the arts of the hand convey the truth in human perception better 

than the automatisms in the camera and projector. Eisenstein agrees with Rodin that human 

impression is the point of reference for art, but finds that these impressions attain their 

highest level of impact in the montage of cinema. Eisenstein believes that the filmic image 

transcends the stillness of the separate elements and forms mental movements as synthetic 

montage constructions. 

 Eisenstein’s discussion of Rodin’s preference for the human impression of movement 

over that of the machine gives us an occasion for a small digression. It is common, in the 

natural sciences, to reverse the process of an experiment to see if the result is reversible and 

thus sound. As an example of relevance to our context, the French theorist of photography 

Michel Frizot claims that chronophotographer Etienne-Jules Marey strove for years to 

produce a functioning projector, only to be able to see if his chronophotographic analyses 

would return to normal movement when reversed.21 In our case, given the argument that 

movement cannot be quoted through a still frame, we could briefly ask whether the still 

image can be quoted in a film? This is of course a topic for a whole dissertation, so I will 

only look at Eisenstein’s view of montage in art history and contrast it with a brief moment 

in a film by Jean-Luc Godard. 
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Eisenstein’s analysis of Watteau’s painting could very well be why Jean-Luc Godard 

returns to it in his film most explicitly devoted to the relations between painting and cinema. 

Passion (1982) can be seen as a commentary on Eisenstein’s preoccupations with art history. 

In Godard’s film, grand works of painting are re-created or quoted as tableaux vivants set 

within a film production. While all other paintings are explored as tableaux vivants, 

Watteau’s painting is rendered through an exterior tracking shot which inadvertently links the 

three different phases in the composition of the painting. Like our grasp of the moment, the 

composition fades away as we become aware of it. Godard’s position, however, differs from 

Eisenstein’s celebration of cinema as synthesis of the arts. Watteau’s painting, like all 

paintings, is unquotable in cinema because it belongs to a different temporality. Watteau’s 

compositions can only coincide with the film for an instant. The temporality of cinema 

doesn’t make it the synthesis of all the arts, the way Eisenstein would have it, but makes 

other art forms unattainable for the cinematic movement. 

 

Quotation and Movement in the Regime of the Digital  

 

In cinema, everything still is infused with a fixed duration and a material dimension of 

movement. Cinema, in turn, has proved irrevocably resistant to quotation outside its own 

medium of the moving image. The digital, on the other hand, submits every medium to its 

own temporality and code. This is, of course, why it has been so successful in the medial 

conversion and the convergence of the archive. The archival access policy of digitization of 

various media demands a conversion of printed texts and manuscripts, sound recordings, 

photography, and film into digital files. Through storage, the digital approach brings about an 
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homogenizing convergence of heterogeneous sources. The question of the quotation of the 

moving film image seems to have its answer, almost to the point of losing its relevance, in 

the convergence of media into one and the same code. Consequently, all media are subject to 

the same operations of search and copy, cut and paste. 

 Cinematic movement depends on the succession of frames in projection, where the 

spaces of darkness between them secure the movement of the image. This technique is at 

odds with the contemporary techniques for reproducing movement in digital images. One 

could even question whether there are photograms or even space at all in a medium where 

everything is stored as binary digits (bits).22 Today, most digital moving images depend on 

video compression through the MPEG standard, which entails a reduction of movement in 

order to fit the moving image into a restricted storage space.  

 In technical terms, the video compression works in the following way. The software 

divides each frame into small blocks of pixels to analyze the changes from one frame of 

video to the next. A group of pictures (frames) is established around a key frame at regular or 

irregular intervals (the I-picture, for intra-picture, meaning it is spatially compressed, like the 

JPEG standard). On the basis of key frames, P- (for predictive) pictures are established in 

between to predict the whereabouts of each block of pixels. In between I- and P-pictures, in 

turn, B-pictures use motion compensation from both the preceding and following I- and P-

pictures. Just like B-movies used to make a film program economical to produce, these “bi-

directionality predictive” pictures make the moving-image files economical in terms of data 

storage. 

 This compression technique warps the distance between the frames, the dark passages 

where movement really happens in film. The psychology of the perception of movement may 
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be the same as in cinema – based on the phi phenomenon – but the technology of movement 

works in a different way. Compression means that part of an image is a repetition of the 

previous, with only some updated parts where it is strictly necessary. The result is a partial 

pseudo-movement only taking place in some areas of the image at the expense of the micro-

movements of the photographically based filmic image. Since there are certain defined 

thresholds for when a section of the image is updated or not, it results in a compromised 

movement where only the plainly visible counts. Of course, we could ask why this matters as 

long as all the changes in the movement that we can perceive are there. On a 

phenomenological level, there are limitations to the movement of the digital image that occur 

on a micro-movement level, perceptible in fast pans, for instance. It could also be suggested 

that micro-movements function like overtones in sound, giving a specific color to the 

movements perceived. These issues are, of course, depending on the degree of compression 

of the files.  

 The key point here is the political aspect of this digital mode of movement. The 

techniques for video compression are the same as the ones used for video surveillance 

through automated pattern recognition. Thus the updated “blocks of pixels” from one frame 

to the next depend on the recognition of changes in the patterns of light. This software is 

allied with the techniques for recognizing a particular behavior or the features of a face in 

surveillance. The conditions for movement in the digital image are the same as those that 

make digital surveillance cameras tools for the world-wide surveillance web. The problems 

associated with searching images in visual databases through iconic criteria instead of 

linguistic ones, the QBIC (Query By Image Content), an IBM registered trademark, are 

connected to the relations between stillness and movement and the role of the photogram. 
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One key limitation in digital pattern recognition techniques is that a still image may be 

analyzed numerically, whereas the moving image involves so many factors and parameters – 

such as trajectories, changes in luminosity, and scale –  that the technique is hard to apply. 

The biometric functions of video surveillance are very hard to implicate on a fail-safe basis. 

So just like the problem of film quotation through frame enlargements, iconic searches in 

image databases tend to disregard movement and analyze not movement itself but a 

qualitatively different phenomenon: the single stilled photogram. Just like the problem of 

quotation begins with the freezing of motion, the pattern recognition techniques freeze the 

image and analyze an abstracted instant within a movement. 

Just as the digital moving image can be at rest or be set into motion with a click, the 

frame is set into motion through the detonation of montage. The digital image is, however, a 

simulation of cinematic movement as it proceeds through updated sections of the image, 

leaving the other sections still. What makes the digital image so well disposed for 

surveillance is, as we saw earlier, its mode of movement, always verging on stillness. It is in 

the frozen moment, the static pose, that persons, positions, and objects become recognizable 

and accessible through automatic image-retrieval techniques. The updated image is, for this 

reason, not an image of movement, but a new frame in a sequence of still images. 

Digital video compression is consequently at odds with Vertov’s principle of integrity 

of movement within the shot. Movement is conflated in digital images because the 

photograms melt into each other, with one frame standing as the point of reference for the 

surrounding ones. In his re-elaboration of Man with a Movie Camera, Harun Farocki’s 

double-channel film Counter-Music (2004) (Gegen-Musik) pinpoints exactly the issues at 

stake in the shift from the photographic to the digital, by pitching the individual against the 
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collective or the mass. Farocki’s film asks what a “city symphony” based on today’s 

available images would look like. Through Vertov’s famous film, Farocki discovers that the 

Soviet filmmaker’s depiction of the individual in contrast to the crowd is radically different 

from how this relationship is depicted through digital technology.  

On one screen of this double-channel film, there is a moving image from a 

surveillance camera with a line of people passing through the gate of a building. On the 

second screen, Farocki displays an intermittently updated image of immobile dots 

representing each person entering the building. Each dot, in turn, corresponds to a number 

calculated by the software on the basis of the information on the first screen. Through a 

series of inter-titles, Farocki claims that Vertov and Walter Ruttmann did not understand the 

movement of the crowd in the same classifying way as the one adopted by this tracking 

system: “Both Ruttmann and Vertov envisaged something different/ for them the crowd was 

not a lump to be dissected/ and rendered as numbers.” 

Is it true that Vertov didn’t understand the crowd this way? I don’t think that Vertov 

would be alien to the idea of equating the individual to a number or to a dot in a chart. His 

numbered reels of film anticipate the random access of digital databases. He frequently made 

use of charts to illustrate the composition of a film as a formal analysis. Also, it would be 

hard to ascribe to Vertov an absolute respect for the integrity of the individual in a traditional 

humanistic sense. Vertov’s constructivism wants to overcome the division between man and 

technology that informs such paradigms. However, Farocki’s comment is not about the 

individual in Vertov’s films, but rather about the production and reproduction of movement. 

The digital software, he argues, counts people by freezing the movement of the crowd at the 
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passage of an individual. The digital image is constructed on movement as a product of 

immobile points. 

But what is cinema, one could object, if not frozen instants in a movement? Doesn’t 

cinema depend on these immobile points in the movement of bodies for its function?23 The 

single frame on the film strip is qualitatively different from the frame in projection, while 

movement is produced in the spaces between the individual frames. Gilles Deleuze has 

shown how there is no contradiction between a Bergsonian principle of time and the 

temporality of the cinema technology, even if Bergson’s original equivalence of cinema with 

schematic intelligence was based only on the still frame and led him to the opposite 

conclusion.24 Cinematic movement cannot be approached on the basis of still frames 

captured by the shooting camera. To be understood, movement must be thought beyond the 

single frame in projection. These two positions in the theory of filmic movement are 

represented by Eisenstein’s pre-disposition for frame enlargements and Vertov’s charts and 

diagrams, respectively. 

The main goal of Dziga Vertov’s quotation technique is to maintain the integrity of 

movement and duration of a sequence. The movement of the image is given priority over its 

mimetic relationship with an object or an event. Vertov quotes moving images in a way that 

makes the whole composition of a sequence available at a glance, while securing the 

temporal integrity of the structure. This vital difference between Eisenstein and Vertov in 

their understanding of the photogram’s relationship to movement is still today instructive for 

a comparison with the production of movement in digital video. The film debates of the teens 

and the twenties may still today provide us with an understanding of what goes on beyond 

the plain visibility of the image. The problem of quotation in film warrants further study in 
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order to better understand the technological and political aspects of digital imaging in 

relation to surveillance. 

It would, of course, be a flawed idea to place Sergei Eisenstein as a proponent of the 

technique of movement of the digital image, and Dziga Vertov as a resistance fighter. No one 

could guess, in the first half of the twentieth century, that there would be a digital image, and 

even less what would be its technology of movement. Their respective theories of montage 

only lend themselves to an argument about digital movement in retrospect. Within another 

technology of movement, Dziga Vertov could also be said to anticipate certain “digital” 

features, in the sense that he represented movement in digits, charts, and numbers.25 Still, 

these two positions allow us to better understand what is at stake with the issue of movement 

in the regime of the digital. 

The automated pattern recognition made possible by digital technology leads to new 

techniques of surveillance. These call for new principles for analysis of the moving image, as 

well as for possible techniques of resistance to the ways these images are being implemented. 

Through an archeological approach to the philosophy of movement in the film theories of the 

1920s, it is possible to excavate different positions in relation to the exploitation of 

movement in digital technologies. In the case of Eisenstein, with his priority on signification 

in montage, a synthesis of movement into still images prevails. This is due to his teleological 

search for a universal mode of thinking. The latter, for Eisenstein, is located in a universal 

language as well as in a history of art converging into the cinema. On the contrary, with 

Vertov, it is possible to find a position of resistance against digital movement and 

surveillance. In an age of pervasive changes in image technologies and techniques of 

surveillance, Vertov’s stance may be the most valuable for film theory today. 
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